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A team demonstration on range condition will create

more interest if you add county or community informa

tion. Use this publication for a guide and supplement

it with range condition photographs adapted to your

area. As prepared, this demonstration fits a district

better than a county.

-------
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FIRST SPEAKER:

My name is , and this is my teammate,
_______ . As members of the 4-H Club,

we've learned how important it is to conserve our rangeland
through good management. Ranges in top condition produce
more pounds of meat per acre with less cost, and make pos
sible a sound range-livestock industry.

Range management is planning and directing range use
to get the highest livestock production and conserve the
range at the same time. Unfortunately, most of us have been
trying to get tops in livestock production without thinking
about how to take care of the range. We know this is true
because 80 percent of Texas rangeland has been overgrazed.
Of the 103 million acres of range and pastureland in Texas,
55 million acres are covered with brush and shrub plants. In
some areas, no livestock can be grazed because of the brush.

In our own county, percent of the land
area is in native pastures. We will have to manage these
lands properly to get them back into good production. To
give you an idea of good range management, my teammate and
I will discuss range condition classes.

SECOND SPEAKER:

Range condition may be divided into four main classes:
excellent, good. fair and poor. After deciding which class
your range belongs to, find out if the range is getting
better or worse. Many ranchmen try to judge this by watching
their livestock. Actually, it often takes several years of
poor range management for livestock to show poor flesh or
condition. More reliable signs of a range going down are (1)
thinning out of the palatable plants, (2) replacement of
good forage plants, (3) absence of good grass seedlings, (4)
close grazing of inferior plants and (5) erosion.

FIRST SPEAKER:

The grazing area of the United States is divided into
nine grazing regions. Each region has different climax
grasses. In other words, we do not find the. same grasses in
the short-grass region where we live as in the tall-grass



r~gion of Oklahoma. The climate, rainfaLL and soil are much
different. Because of this, the grasses in the tall-grass
region of Oklahoma are mainly bluestems, while most of ours
are short grasses, such as curly mesquite or buffalo. there
fore, the vegetation on an excellent range here would not
be the same as in Oklahoma or even in the Fort Worth Prairie.
The grasses on an e~cellent range would be different in each
of the nine regions.

SECOND SPEAKER:

This photograph shows an excellent range in our area.
You can see that the vigor of the plants is high; plenty of
litter or decaying plants (point out) remain on the ground
and there is no erosion. The important grasses are buffalo,
curly mesquite and blue grama. This type of range should
run an animal unit on 6 to 12 acres of rangeland year-round.

FIRST SPEAKER:

This shows a good range. You will notice a little
erosion, less ground cover and less residue left on the
ground. (Point out.) Unfortunately, not many of our ranges
could be classed this high. This condition range should carry
one animal unit on 15 to 25 acres yearlong.

SECOND SPEAKER:

This shows a fa.ir range and is the "danger point."
Notice the weeds coming in, a few bare patches of ground,
more erosion and only a small amount of residue left for
reseeding and keeping up the organic matter in the soil.
(Point out.) Ch this kind of land, 36 to 60 acres are needed
to support an animal unit. Most of our rangeland in __
County falls in this class.

FIRST SPE AKER :

This is a poor condition range. Notice that nearly all
of the best grasses are gone, and those that do remain are
on pedestals or hummocks. Fluff grass, red grama and un
desirable weeds are growing in large ·numbers. Much of the
land is bare, and sheet and gully erosion is showing up
badly. (Point out.) Also, good grass seedlings are absent.



On such land, often less than one-half of the rainfall

actually gets down into the soil. Even though our average

rainfall is 20 inches, we would only get the benefit of 10

inches, or one-half of it. The rest would be runoff. This

has the same effect as if our ranch were located farther

west ~n a drier climate. Ch range which has been misused as

much as this, 5 to 20 years of protection may be needed be

fore it can return to an excellent condition through plant
succession. Rangeland of this class may require 80 acres to

support one cow for a year.

SECOND SPEAKER:

We have shown and discussed the four range condition

classes: (I) excellent, (2) good, (3) fair and (4) poor to
help you tell what condition your range is in. The important

thing, though, is to decide whether it is going up or down.

Check on the amount of good forage plants and whether or not

they are being replaced by inferior kinds. Check for in

creasing erosion, and see if the plant cover is thinning

out. A uniformly grazed range is an overgrazed range because

livestock graze the most palatable plants first and leave

the undesirable ones until they are forced to eat them.

Take care of your range so that it can take care of

you. Remember, good ranges produce one-third more meat and

wool and do it cheaper than poor ranges. Try to build your

range up to at least a good condition. It will pay.

This concludes our demonstration. We suggest you con
tact Mr. , our local county agent, or a

representative of your Soil Conservation District about other

problems in range management.

Are there any questions you'd like to ask? (Pause and

answer any questions.) It's been a pleasure to talk with
you.
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